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Abstract

The production of concrete is one of the most significant contributors to global greenhouse

gas emissions. This work focuses on bio-cementation-based products and their potential to

reduce global warming potential (GWP). In particular, we address a proposed bio-cementa-

tion method employing bacterial metabolism in a two-step process of limestone dissolution

and recrystallisation (BioZEment). A scenario-based techno-economic analysis (TEA) is

combined with a life cycle assessment (LCA), a market model and a literature review of con-

sumers’ willingness to pay, to compute the expected reduction of global GWP. Based on the

LCA, the GWP of 1 ton of BioZEment is found to be 70–83% lower than conventional con-

crete. In the TEA, three scenarios are investigated: brick, precast and onsite production.

The results indicate that brick production may be the easiest way to implement the products,

but that due to high cost, the impact on global GWP will be marginal. For precast production

the expected 10% higher material cost of BioZEment only produces a marginal increase in

total cost. Thus, precast production has the potential to reduce global GWP from concrete

production by 0–20%. Significant technological hurdles remain before BioZEment-based

products can be used in onsite construction scenarios, but in this scenario, the potential

GWP reduction ranges from 1 to 26%. While the potential to reduce global GWP is substan-

tial, significant efforts need to be made both in regard to public acceptance and production

methods for this potential to be unlocked.

Introduction

Background

The construction sector is a major contributor to global warming, responsible for around 18%

of global greenhouse gas emissions [1]. Concrete is the most extensively used construction
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material, with a global production of around 10 km3 of concrete every year [2]. The most com-

mon applications of concrete are in the form of bricks, as factory-casted structural elements

(precast), or as structures casted in forms directly on the construction site.

Concrete is made of water, aggregate (coarse and fine particles such as gravel and sand),

and cement, the latter which acts as a binder between the particles in the aggregate. In most

applications, concrete is reinforced with steel to enhance its mechanical properties. Steel rein-

forcement is typically preferred over alternatives such as plastic or glass fibres due to its rela-

tively low cost and high strength. The pH of concrete is typically around 12, which leads to the

formation of an impermeable oxide layer on the steel surface. This acts as a corrosion barrier,

making the composite more durable, with an achievable service life of over 100 years.

A main ingredient in most common cements is lime (CaO), which is produced via the

high-temperature calcination of crushed limestone (CaCO3). The fossil CO2 released from

limestone during calcination, and from the fossil fuels used to provide heat for the calcination

process, currently account for more than 5% of global anthropogenic CO2 emissions. Global

cement production has increased from nearly 1.6 Gton in 2000 to 4.1 Gton in 2016 [3]. The

large climate impact, combined with the increasing demand for concrete, make it hugely

important to develop more sustainable solutions for the construction industry.

This study investigates the potential of new types of biotechnology-based concrete materials

as sustainable alternatives to traditional concrete with reduced global warming potential

(GWP). We propose a concept named BioZEment, with the capital letters ‘ZE’ as an acronym

for ’Zero Emission’ to underscore our efforts of producing a low CO2 emitting cement. BioZE-

ment has undergone an initial technical feasibility and development phase as detailed in [4].

However, in order to have global impact, BioZEment-based materials need to prove more than

just technical feasibility. Global impact relies on large-scale adoption, which requires the prod-

uct to be perceived as environmentally sustainable, economically desirable, socially desirable

and acceptable, technically feasible, and safe.

To identify the potential of these products, a techno-economic uncertainty analysis is used

to predict possible outcome distributions under various product scenarios for GWP reduction.

The analysis relies on the inputs and assumptions from the technical development of the Bio-

ZEment process [4], a life cycle assessment (LCA), cost analyses, customer preferences, and

market modelling in order to predict a potential market share and thereby possible reductions

in GWP.

Bio-cementation

The use of biotechnology in the manufacture of construction materials is regarded as a promis-

ing method for reducing the environmental impacts of the construction industry because

these materials can be made with renewable energy sources and low temperature require-

ments. Most recent approaches for using biotechnology in the construction industry are based

on ’microbial-induced carbonate precipitation’ (MICP) [5, 6]. Several bacterial species, includ-

ing various Bacillus spp. and the most prominent MICP species Sporosarcina pasteurii, can

induce the precipitation of calcium carbonate minerals in the presence of carbonate and cal-

cium ions through metabolic processes that increase the pH of their surroundings [7], for

example, by employing the enzyme urease (urea amidohydrolase; EC 3.5.1.5). Urease catalyses

the hydrolysis of urea, and the pH increase and generation of carbonate ions that results from

this reaction can lead to the precipitation of carbonate minerals that act as binders between

aggregate grains. Research on MICP is ongoing for applications including stone conservation

[8], crack remediation in concrete [9, 10], cement mortar [2, 11], soil stabilisation [12], self-

healing concrete [13], contaminant immobilisation [14], and the construction of subsurface
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barriers against pollutant spread or reservoir leakage [15]. However, despite significant efforts,

the use of bio-cementation has yet to be adopted in large-scale applications that have a signifi-

cant impact on global CO2 emissions. The challenges that must be managed before adoption

within to large-scale applications include sufficient mechanical strength, fast production times,

controlled shrinkage and creep, and a cost-efficient and environmentally sustainable large-

scale production process. It is also important to note that the pH of carbonate-based bio-con-

crete materials is not sufficiently high to form the corrosion barrier that is necessary to protect

the steel in reinforced concrete structures. This places additional limitations on the applica-

tions where bio-cement can be expected to be used as a substitution for conventional cements.

The BioZEment approach

Bio-cement made by MICP requires suitable bacteria, nutrients, urea, and a calcium source.

Finding a low-cost calcium source that does not adversely affect material properties has been

identified as one of the key challenges for the upscaling of bio-cementation to industrial scales

[5]. In the BioZEment concept, dedicated non-pathogenic bacteria strains, such as those

belonging to the genus Bacillus, are used to produce acids (predominantly lactic and acetic

acid) that lower the pH and induce calcium carbonate dissolution, leading to the liberation of

free calcium ions from powdered limestone (composed primarily of calcium carbonate). The

low cost and high global abundance of limestone makes it a favourable raw material for con-

crete production, and the ability to use it directly as a major ingredient in concrete without

having to first calcinate it at high temperature would significantly reduce climate gas emissions

[5].

In the BioZEment process, bacteria are used to transform calcium carbonate from crushed

material into a binder in a low temperature process. We have isolated an alkali-tolerant, acid-

producing bacterial strain, denoted as AP-004 and based on 16S rRNA gene amplicon

sequencing closely related to the Bacillus safensis strains FO-35b and NBRC 100820, from a

soil sample taken close to an open chalk quarry in central Norway that we have found to be

suitable for this dissolution process. The strain produces predominantly lactic acid and acetic

in the pH range of 9.5 to 6.0, as detailed in [4]. In the subsequent step, urea is added together

with the urease-producing strain DSM33 of the bacterium Sporosarcina pasteurii, obtained
from the ‘Deutsche Sammlung von Mikroorganismen und Zellkulturen’ (DSMZ) and commonly

used in MICP applications (see [4] for details). The S. pasteurii-derived urease-catalysed

hydrolysis of urea induces an increase in pH, which leads to the precipitation of the previously

microbially dissolved calcium carbonate. The precipitated material acts as a binder between

grains of sand and other aggregate materials, including residual non-dissolved calcium car-

bonate grains. The process and feasibility of this two-stage process of dissolution and re-pre-

cipitation is further discussed and documented in [4]. At the current stage of development, the

formation of a solid material relies on multiple injections of the dissolved limestone solution

into the aggregate materials, something that is possible in the production of bricks and precast

concrete structures. However, we envision that the need for multiple injections can be elimi-

nated through further developments of the process, which could ultimately allow for the onsite

casting of structures. We have therefore included this process in this study.

Potential for introducing BioZEment-based products

A product with low emissions is likely to have an impact on global emissions if it is signifi-

cantly cheaper and equal to or more practical than the alternatives, thus enabling large-scale

application. Thus, to unlock the potential emission savings, the product will have to outper-

form its competitors in more aspects than merely environmental benefit. There are several
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ways in which a new product can be successful in an existing market, such as being perceived

as better or cheaper. A new product can fulfil an existing or emerging consumer demand, and

in this aspect, BioZEment-based materials may be considered new and interesting alternatives

in the recent surge for more sustainable building materials. The use of harmless, non-patho-

genic, non-genetically modified organisms (GMO) bacterial strains in the BioZEment process

producing easily degradable acids and enzymes and no other potentially environmentally haz-

ardous metabolites are important features for the perception of BioZEment-based materials as

a beneficial alternative.

In the introduction phase of a new product, the production volume is often low, making it

challenging to compete with existing products in terms of cost. To some extent, this can be

compensated by a positive consumer perception towards a new product with new features,

currently in particular with a ‘green’ profile. On the other hand, public perceptions of a prod-

uct being potentially harmful to human health or the environment (as evident from the wide-

spread debates on GMOs) may have an adverse effect on demand and sales.

Concrete is, in general, a low-cost material. Sand, gravel, and water are widely available at

or close to most production sites, and the experience with regard to tuning and optimisation

with various additives is the result of literally centuries of experimentation. Cement is the most

expensive component in a concrete mix, both in terms of monetary cost and environmental

footprint. The most commonly used cement, Portland cement, has been used since the 1840s

[16], and the general recognition of and knowledge on this material is high. The material prop-

erties of concrete may be altered and optimised in several dimensions, such as cost, properties

in the liquid phase, and properties in the solid state. The low cost and flexible properties of

concrete may be the main reason why there has not been a more sustainable development in

concrete production [17] over the past decades, despite of the increased focus and awareness

of the environmental footprint of concrete production.

Ready-mixed concretes account for about 50% of the cement used for concrete products

although large variations exist at the local scale as it is used for both onsite casting and precast

products [17]. Onsite concrete construction is applied in civil structures, such as dams and

buildings, and in structural elements, such as bottom-plates, floors, and walls. These are typi-

cally ‘simple’ elements that do not require high mechanical strength, and they require only

limited reinforcement, although structures without any form of reinforcement are rare. The

incompatibility with steel reinforcements could be a significant setback for calcium carbonate

cement-based concrete materials. However, there are a variety of alternative fibre reinforce-

ments commercially available. Elements that are designed to take higher loads, such as beams

and long floor spans, are often precast offsite and reinforced with post-tensioned steel. Post-

tensioning reinforcement systems are commonly installed in plastic ducts, separating the steel

from the concrete, and would therefore be compatible with the chemical environment of cal-

cium carbonate cements. These types of structures require higher mechanical strength, but

they are typically built in factory-like environments, where the casting process can be closely

monitored and controlled. Concrete bricks and tiles are typically also manufactured offsite in

specialised factories and account for about 20% of the global concrete use [17]. Concrete bricks

are not very durable and typically have lower mechanical strength than clay bricks but are

widely used for the construction of plain structures and facades. The commonly desired quali-

ties and attributes for each of the main cement applications are summarised in Table 1.

Aim and approach

The aim of the present study was to investigate whether BioZEment products have the poten-

tial to make a significant impact on global GWP reduction. Most studies addressing alternative
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cements have not taken the cement’s potential market uptake into consideration. We argue

that in order to reduce the risk of market failure, the potential market uptake has to be exam-

ined and considered from the very beginning of product development. Therefore, we applied a

holistic approach to explore the potential market uptake of a few selected BioZEment-based

products. This is performed in a techno-economic analysis (TEA) that receives input from the

following four models: 1) LCA (environmentally responsible), 2) cost analysis (economically

robust), 3) consumer studies (socially acceptable and desirable), and 4) market penetration

model (adaption of the product).

TEAs are often used to justify technological development and projects and are applied in a

wide range of fields, from biotechnology [18] to engineering [19]. It is commonly acknowl-

edged that for a product to succeed, it needs to be feasible and competitive with respect to tech-

nical and economic aspects. In BioZEment’s development, engineering, environmental,

economic, social science, and biotechnology disciplines are combined to produce a joint result

that can illustrate the economic impact of decisions made during product development. How-

ever, such analyses usually rely on deterministic inputs and assumptions that do not consider

the inherent uncertainty in the input factors. This poses a challenge for novel concepts in an

early development phase, where several aspects of the production are subject to a significant

amount of uncertainty. Still, important decisions, with impact on the future product, need to

be made nonetheless in this early phase.

A TEA that properly takes all the relevant uncertainties into account can act as a powerful

tool in determining the possible effect of early-stage decisions on the impact potential of the

final product. In this study, we have considered the uncertainty in all relevant input elements

of the analysis through the use of distributions for all inputs and assumptions in combination

with a Monte Carlo approach.

Based on our current data, BioZEment-based products are assumed to be technically feasi-

ble, as discussed in [4]. Therefore, this study investigated the sub-goals of identifying 1) the

total potential reduction of GWP under a given set of scenarios, 2) driving uncertainties limit-

ing the potential to reduce GWP, and 3) possible strategies to enhance the potential GWP

reduction.

Three scenarios for BioZEment implementation have been evaluated, including 1) brick

production, 2) prefabrication production, and 3) onsite manufacturing. For each of the scenar-

ios, the estimated unit cost is compared to existing substitutes. A probable market share is then

calculated based on an estimated production volume for the given product segment and a sales

price that is affected by assumptions of public acceptance. Public acceptance is an assumed

important factor that is operationalised as an average customer’s willingness to pay a higher

price for a ‘green’ product and the customer’s reluctance to buy something that can be per-

ceived as potentially harmful to the environment or human health. The predicted market

share is then used to compute the possible GWP reduction, which is taken as the difference in

GWP between the products that are displaced and the corresponding BioZEment-based

products.

Table 1. Summary of important properties and aspects for various cement applications.

Application Mechanical strength Reinforced Production & application environment

Onsite concrete Low to medium Most Onsite

Precast concrete High Yes Automated factory

Brick & masonry Low to medium No Semi-automated factory

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0208643.t001
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Methods

A TEA is commonly used to obtain a holistic overview of the technical parameters or bound-

ary conditions that have the most influence on the performance of a project or product. TEAs

are particularly valuable for complex projects or processes, where several different disciplines

intersect or where there are clear or unclear dependencies between different assumptions and/

or boundary conditions. To compare and investigate the implication of the interaction

between the disciplines, assumptions, and boundary conditions on equal terms, their influ-

ences are estimated in terms of time and cost. Dependencies can be solved either by an inte-

grated analysis where all parameters are dynamically interchanged between disciplines and

assumptions or by the use of correlation matrices. In economic terms, this is similar to co-inte-

gration, but we prefer causal relations in order to better capture complex non-linear

dependencies.

To predict GWP reduction, the TEA integrates results from the technical development,

LCA studies, public acceptance considerations, and cost analysis. We used a semi-integrated

approach, where the most relevant disciplines were integrated, but not all parameters used as

input for the subdomains were updated in the LCA part. Preliminary sensitivities indicated

that this is sufficient at this stage, but it should be noted that the total projected GWP reduc-

tion distribution might be slightly too narrow. The model was analysed to estimate potential

market penetration and to compute total global reduction of GWP (as carbon dioxide

equivalents).

The following section presents a short overview of the methods and building blocks used in

the TEA, including 1) LCA, 2) cost analysis, 3) public acceptance, and 4) market penetration

model.

Life cycle assessment (LCA)

An LCA is one of the most commonly used and recognised methods for product system envi-

ronmental assessments. It offers the possibility to quantitatively compile and evaluate the

potential environmental impact of products, technologies, and services from a life cycle per-

spective [20, 21]. LCA has frequently been applied to assess the environmental sustainability of

cement and concrete technologies [22, 23]. It has also been identified as a potential evaluation

method for bio-cementation processes [24].

An LCA needs a functional unit to provide a reference for analysis and comparisons based

on the product’s capacity to fulfil a function. Here, the functional unit is 1 ton BioZEment. The

scope of the LCA is cradle-to-gate, including the production processes of required materials

and energy and emissions from the BioZEment production. Inventory data and descriptions

of data sources and assumptions can be found in Røyne [25]. Uncertainty regarding amounts

and materials required, emissions from the BioZEment production, and variance between

available datasets is accounted for by calculating upper and lower bounds for the impact levels

based on ‘best case’ and ‘worst case’ scenarios. The production of peptone and bacteria are

omitted due to lack of reliable datasets. The amounts required are small, and the exclusion is

therefore assumed not to impact the results significantly. Because of the high uncertainty of

water demand at this stage of the BioZEment development, both the GWP of water processing

and waste water treatment are omitted. The urea demand has been adjusted upwards and the

direct CO2 emissions caused by the BioZEment production adjusted downwards in retrospect

of Røyne [25]. Oil and cleaner fluid for maintenance purposes were added to the BioZEment

production process in the present study (see Table 2) but were excluded from the LCA due to

the insignificant amounts. The environmental impact categories of GWP, ozone depletion

potential, acidification potential, eutrophication potential, and land use were assessed in

Prospects for BioZEment-based products to reduce global warming potential
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Røyne [25]. Based on relative total impact, only GWP is integrated in the TEA and compared

with a conventional Portland cement-based concrete product of a similar strength class (C8/

10) [26].

Cost analysis

Cost input and assumptions are assumed to be uncertain in nature, and thus their predictions

in an analysis are not deterministic but probabilistic. In probabilistic reasoning one important

concept is hedging one’s uncertainty in a portfolio type of structure. According to Lichten-

berg’s successive principle [27], the results of the analysis should consist of a sum of several

underlying predictions, where the sensitivity to each underlying prediction should not be

Table 2. Main influencing assumptions for the analysis. The rest value is 35% stone, 40% sand, and 10% water,

resulting in a W/C relationship of 0.65 (base). p10, p50, and p90 represent the 10, 50, and 90 percentiles in the underly-

ing distribution for each assumption. The remaining material, to account for 1 ton of fabricated material, is taken as

sand.

Item: Unit: P10 P50 P90

Materials for BioZEment-based concrete

Limestone kg/ton 100 140 200

Urea kg/ton 2.8 3.4 4.2

Glucose (in bacterial culture medium) kg/ton 1.0 1.4 2.0

Yeast extract (in bacterial culture medium), dry matter kg/ton 0.030 0.045 0.070

Peptone (in bacterial culture medium) kg/ton 0.10 0.13 0.20

Salts (in bacterial culture medium) kg/ton 0.10 0.13 0.20

Bacterial mass, dry matter g/ton 2 3 5

Electricity kWh/ton 3 5 10

Oil l/ton 0.03 0.05 0.10

Cleaner fluid l/ton 0.005 0.010 0.020

Production estimates

Number of injections per batch - 5 10 20

Time between injections h 1 2 4

Downtime between sets h 0.1 0.2 0.5

Availability % 90% 95% 98%

Market assumptions

Size of market for concrete Gigaton 20.2 22.4 24.6

Total share of brick concrete % 0.15 0.20 0.24

Total share of onsite concrete % 0.18 0.25 0.29

Total share of prefab concrete % 0.18 0.25 0.29

Fully developed competitors - 2 3 5

Global warming potential

GWP BioZEment (LCA result; see 3.1) kg/ton 12.5 17.0 22.6

GWP traditional concrete kg/ton 70.0 75.6 115.6

General uncertainty

Project write off time years 7 10 17

Company insurances % 0.8% 1.0% 1.5%

Company R&D % 4% 5% 7%

Known unknowns % 8% 10% 15%

Public acceptance

Change in price point, willingness to pay for ‘green’ solution % 75% 83% 90%

Change in price point, reluctance to pay for perceived danger, etc. % 105% 110% 115%

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0208643.t002
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dominated by a few large contributions but spread out on several smaller components. The

implication is that the uncertainty in the underlying predictions is hedged to reduce the com-

bined uncertainty of all the predictions.

The cost analysis received input from a database with unit cost, and all relevant assumptions

are listed in S1 Appendix. The input databases (company databases of Pure Logic AS) are sub-

ject to form fitting with distribution functions (Eq 1). Standard triple-goal estimates are used

for assumptions with limited underlying data, and these estimates are calibrated with estima-

tion theory (90% confidence interval questions and binary calibration tests) to achieve esti-

mates that are as close as possible to 10%, 50%, and 90% confidence levels [28].

Independent unit cost(s) are then combined through logics and arithmetic to form pro-

cesses. A complete analysis consists of several dependent processes. The dependencies are

formed based on causal relations to ensure consistency and to capture non-linear effects from

delays or down-time in process lines, as illustrated in Fig 1. Note that only the causal links in

production are shown. As the properties of the factory are unknown, the work force, sales

force, administration, size, and dimensions of the factory are linked to the production assump-

tions with estimated distributions (see S1 Appendix for further details).

Public acceptance

Public acceptance issues have become a primary concern in innovation efforts and have

become imperative to ensure product adaption. In general, there are societal concerns over

innovations based on emerging technologies [29], including biotechnology [30]. The latter is

especially relevant to the scope of this study, where bacteria play a central role. A number of

studies on both bacteria in general and on the use of bacteria in products show that some gen-

eral public concerns exist [31]. Such concerns have over the last decades been particularly visi-

ble in the debate on the use of GMOs in food–the ‘GM Controversy’ [32, 33]. Also, a

predominant perception of bacteria as a threat to human life, such as related to spreading anti-

biotic resistance among pathogenic bacteria [34, 35], may partly overshadow the omnipresent,

historical, productive uses of biotechnology and the existence of beneficial microorganisms in

products used in everyday life.

A general challenge has been to convert the qualitative data and thinking associated with

the observed public concerns, and the respective findings in the literature, into numbers that

can be integrated into the TEA. A limited literature review on willingness to pay for sustainable

Fig 1. Illustration of a generic production line. Some adaptions to each scenario with respect to different machinery

and packing were applied.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0208643.g001
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consumer products was performed, and the qualitative data points found were used as a basis

for estimates that reflect the potential hesitations consumers might have towards buying Bio-

ZEment-based products due to (potential GM) bacteria being employed. As there is limited

data available at this point of the BioZement development, two high-level estimates were used

in the analysis: 1) willingness to pay more for a ‘greener’ product and 2) willingness to buy a

cheaper product although possibly perceived as risky.

Techno-economic analysis (TEA) and estimating input

The TEA is focused on capturing the effects that govern revenue streams and cost drivers. Rev-

enue streams and cost drivers are identified with inductive inference, where existing data are

used to generalise the specific problem. Inductive inference is inherently uncertain, as dis-

cussed by Gilboa [36]. We estimate the quantitative input data (see also section 2.7) based on

the Dempster-Shafer theory [37] and fit the data to the three-parameter lognormal distribution

function proposed by Munro and Wixley (1970) [38]:
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The resulting uncertainty is managed identically to how risk is managed in the modern

portfolio theory proposed by Markowitz in 1952 [39]. The analysis is refined by breaking

down dominating assumptions into parts until no single input contributes with more than

10%, to ensure that the portfolio theory [39] still holds.

When input parameters are based on empirical data, it must be asked whether the underly-

ing process of the current problem is the same as the process underlying the empirical data.

Differences in scale must be evaluated to assess whether the problem evaluated falls outside the

dataset used to estimate the outcome of the current process. In this study, the evaluation of

causal relations between assumptions and activities is used to analyse the relevant processes

and divide them into sub-processes that can be assessed and estimated with special care

regarding validity restrictions.

To ensure that all relevant assumptions and costs are handled appropriately, the successive

principle suggested by Lichtenberg [27] was applied with a top-down approach and calibration

with known products in each of the scenarios. The estimates and possible outcome scenarios

were formed using the strategies suggested by Tetlock and Schoemaker [40], with special focus

on avoiding cognitive biases and the following three-step scenario evaluation: 1) diverging, 2)

evaluation, and 3) converging. To maintain control of the influencing uncertainties, a multi-

perspective scenario evaluation [40] was then used to uncover potential implications. A simpli-

fied flow-chart of the setup is shown in Fig 2. Inputs and assumptions are listed in section 2.7

and S1 Appendix.

A distribution of output values was generated through a standard Monte Carlo approach

[41], where the output is a result based on a set of random values drawn from the distributions

of each of the input values that are combined in the modelled activities. The distribution of

output values is typically found to converge after around 1 000 realisations. The output values

calculated in this study are unit price and GWP reduction.

A sensitivity study was applied to the output to identify the most influential assumptions.

This can be used to indicate possible areas of focus for further development and to ensure that

there are no parameters that dominate solely.
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Market penetration model

For each of the three scenarios of potential BioZEment applications listed in Table 1, a probabil-

ity distribution of unit prices was generated using a Monte Carlo approach on the TEA. For each

Monte Carlo realisation, the resulting price of the BioZEment-based product in question was

compared to the price distribution for traditional concrete to identify its percentile location. The

price of BioZEment was computed with the relevant distribution for cost, reluctance to buy the

novel product, and the increased willingness to pay for lower greenhouse gas emission with the

input assumptions, as shown in S1 Appendix. In each realisation, the BioZEment-based product

was then assumed to be a potential substitute for all customers buying more expensive concrete

in the current scenario. The market volume was assumed to be distributed similar to the price

distribution. Combined, this yielded the total market segment where the BioZEment was com-

peting. Further, the market was assumed to be split equally into a distribution of market actors

estimated to be within this segment. The distribution for the total market share of BioZEment-

based concrete follows directly from these assumptions. An idealised illustration of the total mar-

ket share where the BioZEment can compete with traditional products is presented in Fig 3.

Investigated scenarios

Brick production. For brick production, we assume a large factory with a semi-automated

production line based on Revaro’s setup [42]. The production line is assumed to be dependent

on manual labour. The factory is only capable of producing standard, massive concrete stones.

We assume it is not possible to omit the injection process described in [4]. The number of

injections of bacteria and nutrients, time between injections, and production area are the lim-

iting factors in the production line [4]. Production line assumptions comprise a) a theoretical

capacity per set of 10,640 stones/bricks per set/cast (10 blenders à 8 m3, 20 founders à 16 m2)

and b) a production line mix of standard massive concrete stone/brick of the dimensions of

H = 6 cm, W = 10,4 cm, and L = 26 cm. We further assume a simple production line, highly

dependent on manual labour, located in a region with high wages.

Precast production. We assume a large factory with a fully automated production line

based on Elematic’s setup [43], reliant on standard production equipment from an external

supplier. The factory can produce different types of hollow core slabs. In addition, the slabs

can be tailored right on the casting bed (place recesses, holes, and other openings). We assume

it is not possible to omit the injection process described in [4]. The number of injections, time

Fig 2. General flow-chart of input costs and assumptions handling in the TEA. A complete list of the inputs and

assumptions is shown in S1 Appendix.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0208643.g002
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between injections and production area are the limiting factors in the production line. Produc-

tion line assumptions comprise a) a theoretical daily capacity of 1,435 m2 per set/cast (beds: 8

pcs, width: 1.2 m, length: 150 m) with a size of the production line that is comparable to a

large, modern factory in Europe and b) a production line mix of 25% HD200, 25% HD265,

25% HD300, and 25% HD 400. As simplifications, we assume a) that the BioZEment technol-

ogy is mature and that batching and mixing are comparable with today’s approach: mixed Bio-

ZEment-based concrete is sent from the batching and mixing plant via shuttles to production

beds distributors, and injections continue on the casting bed; and b) a static production line

mix that is not optimised to increase earnings (based on market demand).

Onsite production. Onsite production of BioZEment-based concrete is assumed for

building the floor and walls on a generic building, where formwork is the most time-consum-

ing part of the operation. Here, we assume that it is possible to omit the injection process

described in [4]. In this scenario, BioZEment-based concrete is used to build a generic 5 000

m2 building (floor and walls), including formwork and reinforcement (fibre or ducted steel

reinforcement). The amount of BioZEment-based concrete needed is assumed to be around 2

500 m3 (assuming square floor with a thickness of 0.4 m, outer wall with a height of 3 m and

wall thickness of 0.3 m, and corresponding amount of inner wall as outer wall).

General limits and assumptions

Each of the scenarios assume that we are able to obtain mechanical properties similar to those

the product categories represent, something which has not yet been fully technically proven

[4]. It is also presumed that the introduction of BioZEment-based products does not change

the total number of products in each scenario (static demand). The investigated scenarios

adapt a typical production scheme, with respect to automation. Any change in automation

level is assumed to be applicable for the production of both BioZEment-based and traditional

products. Thus, the production volume may change, but the difference between the standard

Fig 3. Illustration of the total market segment, shown in green, where BioZEment-based products are assumed to compete (rational

substitutes) with traditional products.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0208643.g003
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and the BioZEment product will remain somewhat the same. This allows for the modelling of

only one type of production line per scenario.

Only a regional cost database (a compiled database with index regulated prices to 2017

NOK; the base consists of Norsk Prisbok 2017 [44], the internal databases of Pure Logic AS,

and data collected from various suppliers and distributors) is applied in the analysis, while the

scoped projection is global. The distributions used in the analysis are listed in S1 Appendix.

The ratio between material and labour costs will vary significantly between regions, but as long

as this is mostly a substitute to traditional concrete, it can be assumed to scale well with

regional differences for traditional concrete. This has not been proven and should be an

important item for further work.

The LCA is uncoupled from the dynamic cost analysis, using only a three-point estimate.

We assume that this has a limited effect on the results, compared to the other simplifications

made, and that the influence is mainly on the width of the uncertainty of GWP reduction

rather than the expected value.

The cost module and market analysis further assume a fully developed market, with estab-

lished actors with identical profit margins and similar market shares. At the current stage, the

total revenue is taken as market size as there is a relatively small difference in cost for large vol-

ume concrete production (the cost difference for low strength vs high strength concrete is in

the range of 10%; the product price difference for complex concrete products may be signifi-

cantly higher, but this is due to secondary effects such as higher requirements for reinforce-

ment, challenges in handling, etc.), and only a limited differentiation of products (for

prefabricated elements only) is performed. The material is assumed to have been developed to

a level where it is perceived as safe by customers and/or consumers.

Regional, national, and/or global regulations have not been accounted or adjusted for. This

includes the exclusion of any CO2 taxing schemes as they were found to currently have limited

to no significant impact on the predicted cost of the product.

Any handling or costs related to waste are omitted.

A complete list of the assumptions for each scenario is shown in S1 Appendix, but the most

important are shown in Table 2.

Results and discussion

LCA

The LCA result is presented in Table 3 both as absolute values and as a percentage distribution

between the production of the required materials and electricity for the production of

Table 3. GWP of the production of 1 ton of BioZEment-based concrete.

Production process Assumptions GWP

Lowest estimate Highest estimate

Limestone 5 μm grain size [47] 50 μm grain size [48] 20–29%

Sand [49] One scenario 14–25%

Electricity Norwegian electricity mix [50] European electricity mix [51] 2–10%

Urea 2.8 kg demand 4.2 kg demand 28–34%

Glucose Sugarcane and 1 kg demand [52] Sugar beet and 2 kg demand [53] 2–4%

Yeast [54] 0.03 kg demand 0.07 kg demand <1%

Salt [55] 0.1 kg demand 0.2 kg demand <1%

BioZEment One scenario. Fossil CO2 from the hydrolysis of urea (fermentation

of glucose produces biogenic CO2). One mole of hydrolysed urea

results in two moles of CO2

14–16%

SUM 12.5–22.6 kg CO2-eq

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0208643.t003
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BioZEment-based concrete and the BioZEment production process itself. The variation

between the lowest and highest estimate, in total results and for the individual processes,

reflects both the technical uncertainties and the variations in life cycle inventory databases.

The GWP values are collected from databases. The value for urea was calculated based on sev-

eral sources. The Ecoinvent dataset [45] gives a very high climate impact per kg urea (3.3 kg

CO2-eq). When compared with the compilation of greenhouse gas emission factors by [46], it

appears that the high impact of the Ecoinvent dataset is due to the reference to nitrogen (‘as

N’). Alternatively, [46] present one value ‘per kg N’ and one ‘per kg product (urea)’. Since the

relation between the ‘per kg N’ and ‘per kg product’ of [46] is 2.17 between all the four refer-

ences to urea, we chose to divide the impact in the Ecoinvent dataset by 2.17.

According to the GaBi dataset [26], conventional Portland cement-based concrete of a simi-

lar strength class (C8/10) has a GWP of 75.6 kg CO2-eq/ton. BioZEment has 70–83% lower

GWP than the conventional concrete and is thus in line with the aim of developing a material

with superior climate performance. Ideally, in addition to the strength class, the mechanical

properties of the BioZEment should be reflected in the comparison. However, these have not

yet been tested as the BioZEment development has not yet reached a definite solid product

phase. Furthermore, the dataset for conventional concrete represents Chinese production,

which might not be the most appropriate to base the comparison on. However, all available

strength class defined datasets are based on Chinese production. Datasets were chosen with

technical relevance as the primary priority and geographical relevance as the secondary prior-

ity. It should also be mentioned that by replacing a part of the cement content in concrete with

other materials, such as fly ash, the climate impact of conventional concrete can be reduced.

This is, however, possible to a lesser degree for low strength concrete, where the cement

amount is already low.

As mentioned in section 2.1., environmental impact categories other than GWP were omit-

ted in this study based on their relative total impact. However, Røyne [25] shows that BioZE-

ment has a higher environmental impact than conventional concrete in the categories of

ozone depletion, eutrophication potential, land use, and higher acidification potential. Still, as

discussed in Røyne [25], the severity depends on absolute results. Ozone depletion levels were

concluded to be insignificant. The significance of acidification and eutrophication levels are

more uncertain as no studies could be found that commented on such impact from conven-

tional concrete production. The main impact source from the BioZEment production is

ammonia emissions from the BioZEment, resulting from the hydrolysis of urea [4]. Ammonia

capture and recycling have been demonstrated in other bio-cementation efforts [6] and will

also be considered for BioZEment.

Land use for BioZEment production is up to 6–10 times higher than that of conventional

concrete, mainly due to glucose production, but is still less than 1% of that for timber [56]. As

stated in section 2.1., water use is not included in the LCA as the necessary requirements have

not yet been established. This is a factor that needs further examination as the bio-cementation

process in its current state of development requires significant amounts of water, in particular

in the multiple injection process. However, given an injection-based process, the water is

assumed to be easily recycled.

Public acceptance

For the time being, natural occurring isolates (bacteria) are used in the BioZEment process.

However, an optimisation by genetic engineering is under continuous consideration in the

project consortium [4]. This option is left open in the event that the natural isolates do not suf-

ficiently handle process conditions and/or if their production rates of acid or ammonia via
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hydrolysis by urease are less than desired. Genetically engineered/genetically modified organ-

isms have raised public concern in the past, particularly in Europe [57]. Such concerns, includ-

ing perception of risks and benefits, eventually influence consumers’ behaviour and decision-

making and their acceptance of the technology in question (here: biotechnology/genetic engi-

neering) as well as their willingness to buy novel products based on such technologies [58].

This is the rationale for the attention given to the public acceptance of GMOs in this

contribution.

The literature on GMOs is dominated by the potential use of such organisms for food pro-

duction, and rather few contributions address other potential uses. It is interesting to note that

there has been little controversy over the use of GMOs in the production of medicine [59], but

somewhat more in, for example clothes [60] [61]. GMOs are by some viewed as unnatural

[62], and naturalness is often an important aspect of consumers’ interpretation of sustainable

products [63]. An interesting survey, and the only study we have identified that compared

GMOs used for different products (food, clothes, and decorative flowers) is published in a

report by Bugge and Rosenberg [64]. The respondents were more positive/less negative

towards the use of GMOs in flowers and clothes, especially when compared to its use in food.

However, of particular interest here was that the survey respondents stated that in general they

were more concerned about the potential negative effects on the environment than about their

own health [64].

Studies of willingness to pay usually include surveys in which the authors have asked

respondents specifically, but with slightly different wording, how much they are willing to pay

for ‘green’, sustainable products [65, 66, 67]. Two of the studies reviewed, one on the willing-

ness to pay for eco-friendly products [67] and the other on the willingness to pay for certified

wood products [68], estimate the willingness to pay more for sustainable products to be 10%.

However, this number may be even higher, as studies have found a significant variation in con-

sumers’ levels of awareness and willingness to select higher-priced environmentally friendly

products [66]. One reason why consumers would be willing to pay a premium is product qual-

ity, which could be interpreted in two ways: objective quality, measurable relative to a standard

product, and perceived quality, in the judgement of the individual consumers [65]. In the

study involving certified wood [68], it was estimated that the maximum price premium, given

specific-stated preferences (e.g. trust in labelling schemes, having bought other labelled prod-

ucts, higher annual income), is not larger than 25%.

Based on these two studies, we estimate the willingness to pay a price premium to be in the

range of 10 to 25% (p10, p90). We have not found similar studies on willingness to pay, or

reduced willingness to pay, for GMOs. However, at least among European and Norwegian

consumers, there still appears to be a reluctance and scepticism towards such products. Build-

ing public trust in the institutions involved in research and innovation development is crucial

for the evaluation of biotechnology-based products in specific, but even for biotechnology in

general [58]. It is hard to assess the effects on the willingness to pay, but it appears reasonable

to say it will push the price premium to the lower end of the range. In the analysis, this is done

with an individual estimate for a reduced price point of 5–15% (p10, p90). Transparency in the

further development and eventual marketing of BioZEment-based products could assist in

pushing the premium price higher up in this range.

Cost analysis

Cost analyses were performed for each of the three scenarios. The results are summarised in

Fig 4 to Fig 9. The distributions of expected unit price for a Portland cement-based product

and a BioZEment-based product are shown in green and blue, respectively. The main cost
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elements (for the most likely scenario, p50, in the distribution) are also shown. In addition, a

sensitivity analysis is shown comparing the importance of input uncertainties in terms of their

relative contributions to uncertainty on the output (unit price).

For each of the scenarios, the material price alone is about 10% higher for BioZEment than

for conventional concrete. To reduce cost, it is therefore important to focus on developing

Fig 4. (A) Comparison of the estimated unit price distribution of traditional versus BioZEment-based brick production (blue); (B) main cost elements at p50 percentile.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0208643.g004

Fig 5. Probabilistic sensitivity analysis on cost items (A) and assumptions (B) for the unit price of BioZEment-based brick production. The plots show the top five

elements with the largest impact on the output, keeping all other input variables at p50 percentile. Each element is shown with p10, p30, p50, p70, and p90 percentiles

(illustrated as box plots), including their respective distribution.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0208643.g005
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more efficient production methods, in particular through reducing the number of injections.

This is particularly critical for the brick and precast scenarios.

Brick production. BioZEment-based brick production will be more expensive than tradi-

tional brick production, as shown in Fig 4A. This is mainly due to production speed (injection

phase), which is considerably lower compared to the traditional production of bricks. As

Fig 6. (A) Comparison of the estimated unit price distribution of traditional versus BioZEment-based precast production (blue); (B) main cost elements at p50 percentile.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0208643.g006

Fig 7. Probabilistic sensitivity analysis of cost items (A) and assumptions (B) for the unit price of BioZEment-based precast production. The plot shows the top five

elements with the largest impact on the output, keeping all other input variables at p50 percentile. Each element is shown with p10, p30, p50, p70, and p90 percentiles,

including their respective distribution.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0208643.g007
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shown in Fig 5, the dominating uncertainties are at the current stage related to the injections,

and technical improvements in this area could lower the unit price significantly. Without

improvements, it will be hard for the BioZEment brick to compete with the mass production

of conventional traditional bricks. However, BioZEment-based bricks might be viable as a

Fig 8. Fig (A) compares the estimated unit price distribution of traditional versus BioZEment-based onsite production, while Fig (B) shows the main cost elements at p50

percentile.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0208643.g008

Fig 9. Probabilistic sensitivity analysis on cost items (A) and assumptions (B) for the unit price of BioZEment-based onsite production. Shows top five elements with the

largest impact on the output, keeping all other input variables at p50 percentile. Each element is shown with p10, p30, p50, p70, and p90 percentiles, including their

respective distribution.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0208643.g009
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niche to enter the market and grow a brand. Production can be more automated to take down

the costs further. General progress on automation is not thought to be more favourable for

BioZEment-based bricks than traditional bricks, as the total ratio of machinery and infrastruc-

ture is likely to remain similar.

Precast production. The production of BioZEment-based hollow-core slabs can compete

directly with traditional production (Fig 6A) and is highly dependent on the curing time of

BioZEment compared to traditional. Compared to brick production, curing time is not as crit-

ical for the precast production.

The production is assumed to be fully automated, where material cost comprises the largest

portion when breaking down the unit price (Fig 6B). If the production setup results in lower

curing times for BioZEment compared to traditional, then BioZEment will have good oppor-

tunities to take a large market share. The uncertainty in the unit price of BioZEment-based

precast production lies in injection-related assumptions as well as the cost of peptone (Fig 7).

Onsite production. When assuming no injection in producing BioZEment-based con-

crete onsite, comparable process results at a comparable price level of traditional concrete are

obtained (Fig 8A). Some of the differences in price can be explained by the difference in mate-

rial. The main cost components for producing onsite concrete are related to direct labour, as

shown in Fig 8B.

Several of the uncertainties in the assumptions shown in Fig 9 also apply for traditional pro-

duction. Besides assumptions that are equivalent for both, the uncertainty in the unit price of

onsite-based BioZEment products lies mainly in the balance between the market’s desire and

potential for negative reaction by the consumers when introducing products based on novel

technologies.

Market penetration and reduction of environmental footprint

The market penetration potential is performed on the assumption that the BioZEment will

compete with well-established producers of conventional concrete. The following results show

the predicted GWP reduction for each of the investigated scenarios.

The market share and equivalent reduction in environmental footprint is computed sepa-

rately for each of the scenarios. As each of them have independent project constraints, it is not

relevant to evaluate them with respect to the uncertainties and probability of successfully being

able to fully comply with the assumptions. The results should be taken as the expected poten-

tial, given that the main constraints for each scenario are solved.

Brick production

The total market share for BioZEment-based brick products is found to be between 0.0 and

4.5% (p10, p90), with the most probable value (p50) of 0.0%. For the p50 percentile, this results

in negligible total reduction in GWP. This means that the estimated price difference between

BioZEment and traditional bricks is so large that consumers will most likely not choose to buy

BioZEment bricks instead of traditional bricks, at least not in a significant amount. Due to the

large price difference, and the estimated p50 market share at zero, there is no purpose in show-

ing the sensitivities for GWP/ CO2 reduction.

Precast production

The total market size for BioZEment-based precast products is found to lie between 0.3 and

25.2% with the most probable value of 7.0%. The resulting GWP reduction is calculated to be

between 1.1 and 100.7 Megaton CO2 equivalents, with the most probable value (p50) of 22.2

Megaton CO2 equivalents. The results are most sensitive to the cost of peptone, time between
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and number of injections, and uncertainties related to reluctance to apply the new product

(Fig 10).

Onsite production

The total market size of BioZEment-based onsite production is found to be between 1.8 and

32.9% with the most probable value (p50) of 13.5%. The resulting GWP reduction is 5.7 to

130.8 Megaton CO2 equivalents (p10, p90), with the most probable value (p50) of 43.1 Mega-

ton CO2 equivalents. The results are sensitive to uncertainties related to reluctance to adapt

the new product, the labour required for reinforcement and building scaffolding, and worker

efficiency. The cost of peptone and uncertainties related to the quantity of bacteria required

for this scenario without multiple injections is also significant (Fig 11).

A cheaper product will typically be adopted in an existing market, but it is important to

incorporate the consumer risk perception to establish whether the product is perceived to have

higher value relative to cost in the end. The results show that although the BioZEment-based

products in general are more expensive than conventional concrete, they still have the poten-

tial to substitute a significant portion (several %) of traditional products and thereby make a

significant reduction in global GWP.

Implications of public acceptance

The scenario results show that the analysis is sensitive to the inputs for public acceptance.

Table 4 summarises the total estimated GWP reduction with and without accounting for the

public acceptance aspect and is illustrated visually for the onsite scenario in Fig 12. With the

current assumptions, the expected GWP reduction is increased significantly, especially for

onsite production. The highest potential for GWP reduction is in the onsite scenarios, but it is

Fig 10. Probabilistic sensitivity analysis on cost items (A) and assumptions (B) for the GWP reduction of BioZEment-based precast production. The top five elements

with the largest impact on the output are shown, keeping all other input variables at p50 percentile. Each element is shown with p10, p30, p50, p70 and p90 percentiles,

including their respective distribution.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0208643.g010
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imperative to note that the change in results from these single parameters also implies that

more work should be invested in this topic.

Conclusions and outlook

Potential to compete as a competitive, viable product

The material cost of BioZEment-based concrete is about 10% higher than ready-mixed con-

crete. The ability to compete on price for a manufactured end-product is highly dependent on

the production process and the limitations it may impose. The marginal cost difference on

material may be outweighed by an increased willingness to pay for ‘greener’ products. How-

ever, material cost is only one of many contributors to the final cost of a complex structure or

delivery. For a typical building project, where direct concrete cost accounts for 10–20% of the

total cost, use of a BioZEment-based concrete product will increase the total costs by 1–2%.

Thus, the influence on the end-product price can be assumed marginal. It should be empha-

sised that this is under the given limits and simplification of the analysis and that this is not

likely to be representative for early prototyping and small-scale production where significant

trial and error to establish robust handling and manufacturing processes should be expected.

Fig 11. Probabilistic sensitivity analysis on cost items (A) and assumptions (B) for the GWP reduction of BioZEment-based onsite production. The top five elements with

the largest impact on the output are shown, keeping all other input variables at p50 percentile. Each element is shown with p10, p30, p50, p70, and p90 percentiles,

including their respective distribution.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0208643.g011

Table 4. Influence of public acceptance on the total GWP reduction for each scenario. The numbers are given in p10, p50, and p90 percentile for the distribution esti-

mated, including the expectancy value.

GWP Reduction excl. Public Acceptance GWP Reduction incl. Public Acceptance

p10 p50 p90 Expectancy Value p10 p50 p90 Expectancy Value

Brick 0.0% 0.0% 1.7% 0.9% 0.0% 0.0% 3.5% 1.4%

Precast 0.1% 4.0% 16.0% 6.2% 0.3% 5.5% 19.7% 8.0%

Onsite 0.7% 6.4% 19.4% 8.4% 1.5% 10.6% 25.8% 12.2%

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0208643.t004
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Potential to reduce GWP. The LCA indicates that BioZEment-based products have the

potential to reduce climate impact considerably (70–83%) compared to similar strength class

conventional concrete.

As shown in Table 5, as cost is somewhat higher than for traditional concrete products, Bio-

ZEment products will have to rely on public acceptance-related factors to ensure large-scale

use. When accounting for this, the total potential for GWP reduction for each of the three sce-

narios are as follows:

Increase potential for GWP reduction. We can identify two important strategies for

increasing the potential for GWP reduction:

1. Achieve faster hardening/injection time to obtain fast casting cycles

2. Further understanding of public acceptance

If one could perform the injections quickly, and one were able to reduce the total number

of injections needed, it would open the possibility to harden faster than traditional concrete

can, resulting in more casts per day. This is of special importance to the precast scenario, which

is very sensitive to the number of injections per time unit on the available infrastructure.

The ability to communicate the potential GWP reduction and prove that the product is safe

to use is imperative when the cost difference is limited. Increased willingness to pay for the

product, when compared to a substitute, is a key driver in the potential market share.

Drivers for uncertainty. With respect to assumptions, there are two major drivers of

uncertainty. The first is how public acceptance and willingness to pay for BioZEment products

Fig 12. Histograms that chow the percent GWP reduction, with (A) and without (B) taking PA into account for onsite production.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0208643.g012

Table 5. Total estimated potential for GWP reduction for brick, precast and onsite production.

Potential GWP Reduction

[Megaton CO2 equivalents]

Potential GWP Reduction

[% CO2 equivalents reduction]

p10 p50 p90 p10 p50 p90

Brick Production 0.0 0.0 12.0 0.0 0.0 3.5

Precast Production 1.1 22.2 100.6 0.3 5.5 19.7

Onsite Production 5.6 43.1 130.8 1.5 10.6 25.8

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0208643.t005
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affect the unit price point and market share. The second driver is the practical aspects of the

fabrication process, for example the number and time of injections, which is of great impor-

tance for scenarios that rely on injection-based production.

With respect to input costs, the cost of peptone and machinery contribute significantly to

the uncertainty but less than public acceptance. CO2 taxation was briefly examined. The differ-

ence in taxation between BioZEment products and traditional products accounted for less

than 1% of the material cost and would therefore have a negligible effect on the current price

regimes.

Concluding remarks. Despite its high costs, the brick scenario is interesting in an early

adaption phase, where one can compete in a niche part of the market with a high price. The

main reason for the higher price of BioZEment-based bricks, under the given assumptions, is

that the number of casts per time is low compared with traditional brick production, as the

injection phase takes time. When limited to the injection process, almost regardless of how

short it is possible to make the time between injections and number of injections, BioZEment-

based bricks are still likely to be significantly more expensive.

In the precast scenario, the BioZEment-based product can compete on cost and has the pos-

sibility to dominate the market if the number of injections can be reduced.

The onsite use of BioZEment has a large potential but relies heavily on the assumption that

it is possible to omit the injection process and traditional steel reinforcement. At present, this

does not seem very likely, but the potential impact is the largest of the three possible scenarios

investigated.

There are possible negative practical aspects related to the BioZEment process and derived

products. The LCA showed that ammonia emissions are a potential issue that must be limited

as much as possible. This may be particularly challenging for onsite production, where the pos-

sibilities for closed-loop systems are limited. As discussed in [4], there also remains a signifi-

cant amount of work involved to make a strong material that is proven to be durable. To

achieve this is one of the main aims of the ongoing research and developmental work.

Further work. The public acceptance assumptions are major contributors to the uncer-

tainty. These should be quantified and investigated further in order to balance their contribu-

tions in the analysis. This could also aid product development by providing an increased

understanding of customer needs. Transparency and the inclusion of consumers and stake-

holders in the innovation phase and in the subsequent commercialisation process will be vital

to building trust among the consumers.

Regional adaption of the cost and market model should also be performed to prove the scal-

ability assumptions used in the current analysis. It is likely that material costs will scale

directly, but there will be a skew in labour versus investment costs to find the local optimum. It

is unclear in what direction this will influence the results.

Further scenarios should be investigated to identify possible areas suited for the application

of BioZEment-based products. This also includes an exploration of various production meth-

ods and layouts that can further reduce cost, production time, and uncertainty.

There are also emerging competitors in the climate-friendly substitute segment. These

actors should be investigated and accounted for in the model.
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